The Vanderbeck Agency Leads Long Island Charity Effort to Raise Support for the Volunteers for Wildlife Organization

The Vanderbeck Agency, a Nassau County provider of insurance assistance and financial consultations for residents of the greater Long Island region, is announcing a local charity event centered on raising awareness and support for the efforts of the Volunteers for Wildlife organization.

East Norwich, NY (PRWEB) September 18, 2017 -- The Vanderbeck Agency, a Long Island firm that offers insurance and financial preparation services to families and business owners throughout the New York metropolitan region, is embarking on a regional charity effort to support the Volunteers for Wildlife organization.

The Volunteers for Wildlife organization is committed to rescuing and rehabilitating injured, orphaned, and mistreated animals, as well as preserving the natural habitats on Long Island. VfW offers the local community a series of informational and educational programs for both adults and children on the wide variety of wildlife in and around Long Island.

“There are precious few wild places left on Long Island, and our goal is to assist Volunteers for Wildlife as they safeguard our remaining natural habitats and the animals that rely on them,” says Brandon Vanderbeck, executive director and principal agent of the Vanderbeck Agency.

A broad public awareness campaign is already underway as Vanderbeck and his team reach out to local community members, policy makers, and civic leaders to help raise awareness of the need to protect local wildlife. Additionally, a full length article detailing the efforts of the Volunteers for Wildlife organization is slated for publication in the newest edition of the Vanderbeck Agency local interest webzine “Our Hometown”: http://vanderbeckagency.com/magazines/.

Late last year, the Vanderbeck Agency became the newest Long Island area representative of a national charity support coalition called “Agents of Change.” As dedicated members of this growing group, Vanderbeck and his team plan to find and support a series of regional charities and nonprofits over the months ahead, at the rate of one new charity every 90 days.

The Vanderbeck Agency has made the following page available for all readers who wish to join the charity effort to support the Volunteers for Wildlife organization in their mission to secure natural habitats and protect animals on Long Island: http://vanderbeckagency.com/causes/keeping-trees-full-birds-grass-full-bunnies/. More information on other charity events undertaken by the Vanderbeck Agency team can be found on the firm’s Community Causes page: http://vanderbeckagency.com/community/.

About the Vanderbeck Agency

As a Personal Finance Representative in CITY, agency owner Brandon Vanderbeck knows many local families. His knowledge and understanding of the people in his community ensures that clients of the Vanderbeck Agency are provided with an outstanding level of service. Brandon and his team look forward to helping families protect the things that are most important - family, home, car and more. The Vanderbeck Agency also offers clients a preparation strategy for achieving their financial goals. To contact an expert at the Vanderbeck
Agency, visit [http://vanderbeckagency.com/](http://vanderbeckagency.com/) or call (516)762-4195 in East Norwich or (516) 203-7499 in Great Neck.
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